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Abstract. In this manuscript we discuss about our study of theNπK̄ and theNπK systems made by solving
the Faddeev equations with the two-body t-matrices obtained by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equations with the
potentials obtained from chiral dynamics. In the strangeness= -1 case, we found that all theΛ andΣ resonances
listed by the particle data group, with spin-parity 1/2+, in the 1550-1800 MeV region get generated due to the
involved three-body dynamics. This motivated us to study the strangeness=1 three-body system, i.e.,NπK,
where we did not find any evidence for theΘ+ (1542) but found a broad bump around 1700 MeV which has a
κ(800)N structure.

1 Introduction

According to the widely accepted theory of strong interac-
tions, the baryons are made of three quarks and the mesons
are made of a quark and anti-quark. However, there is noth-
ing which prohibits the existence of hadrons with differ-
ent structure. The advancement of excellent techniques and
functioning of many new experimental facilities in the in-
termediate energy have lead to finding of many (excited)
hadrons, which do not fit into the conventional hadron spec-
trum, based on the three-quark structure of the baryons
and the quark-antiquark structure of the mesons. This has
motivated several groups to scrutinize the unconventional
configurations of hadrons, like, pentaquarks, tetra-quarks,
(hadron) molecular states, glueballs, quark-gluon hybrids
etc. Interestingly, several states fit into these unconven-
tional schemes.

The importance of two-hadron dynamics, i.e., the
meson-baryon or two meson interaction, in generation of
resonant/bound states has already been proved, which has
been useful in understanding the properties of many ex-
cited hadrons and hence the experimental data in the inter-
mediate energy region. For example,

– A study of theK̄N, πΣ, πΛ, ηΛ, ηΣ as coupled chan-
nels, in s-wave, lead to the dynamical generation of the
Λ(1405) (see for example, [1,2]).

– The interaction of theπN, ηN, KΣ, KΛ in s-wave gen-
erates theN∗(1535) resonance [3].

– TheπΣ(1385) andKΞ(1530) interaction gives rise to
theΛ(1520) [4,5].

– In the meson sectorf0(980),a0(980),σ(600), κ(800)
have also been found to get dynamically generated in
two meson interaction [6–8].
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It has been found that all these states contain an im-
portant meson-baryon and meson-meson component, re-
spectively, in their wave functions, which play an impor-
tant role in the description of their physical properties.
Since the interaction in these two-body systems is attrac-
tive which gives rise to resonances or bound states, then
the addition of one more hadron, either a meson or a
baryon, could also lead to a new state in which the inter-
action of the three particles could be determinant in un-
derstanding the experimental data for such systems. There
exist results which hint towards this possibility, e.g., in
[9] it was found that the two meson cloud gave a size-
able contribution to the mass in the spectrum of the 1/2+

baryon antidecuplet. An example of such states could be
the N∗(1710)[10], which decays 40-90 % toππN out of
which 10-40% goes to the case where the two pions inter-
act in the s-wave, in isospin 0. Other examples could be
theΛ(1600) andΣ(1660), which appear in reactions with
three-body final state, i.e., in the experimental studies of
the reactionsK− p → π0 π0Λ [11] andK− p → π0 π0Σ

[12]. Also new meson resonances like theX(2175) [13],
Y(4260) [14],Y(4660) [15], X(1576)[16], etc. found by
the BABAR, BES, CLEO, BELLE collaborations could
also possess a three-body structure since they seem to cou-
ple strongly to three-mesons or to a system of a meson
and a meson resonance, where the latter one in turn cou-
ples to two mesons or in other words it can be treated as a
moleculer state of two mesons.

With this motivation we have studied three-hadron sys-
tems made of two mesons and a baryon and those made of
three mesons. In this manuscript, however, we constraint
the discussion to the strangeness -1 and+1 systems of the
former kind. Before proceeding with the details of the for-
malism and calculations, we would like to call the atten-
tion of the readers to the fact that the status of the hyperon
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resonances in the 1500-1800 MeV region looks quite poor
[10]:

– In the isospin 1 case, the spin parity of theΣ(1560) is
not known and it possesses two stars.

– For theΣ(1620), the results of the partial wave analy-
ses and the productions experiments is listed separately
with the former one having a spin parity assignment
1/2− which for the latter one is not known.

– The case for theΣ(1670) is similar to theΣ(1620).
– Then theΣ(1770) appears with a one star status.
– In the isospin 0, there are two resonancesΛ(1600) and
Λ(1810) and for both the cases there seems to be a pos-
sibility of being associated to more than one resonance.

We will show in the following sections that many of
these hyperon resonances couple strongly to two-meson–
one-baryon systems and that this finding helps in under-
standing their properties. We carry out this study by using
the formalism explained briefly in the next section.

2 Formalism

Our formalism is based on the solution of the Faddeev
equations

T = T1 + T2 + T3, (1)

where,

T1 = t1δ3(k ′1 − k1) + g(T2 + T3) (2)

T2 = t1δ3(k ′2 − k2) + g(T3 + T1)

T3 = t1δ3(k ′3 − k3) + g(T1 + T2).

In Eq.(2),k ′i (k i) is the final(initial) momentum of the ith
particle andti is the t-matrix for the interaction of thejk
pair wherei , j , k. TheT i partitions represent the sum
of all the three-body diagrams which have the particlei as
a spectator in the end (see Fig.1 and Fig.2 for example).

These are not the only possible diagrams for three-
body interactions, we could also have diagrams like the
one shown in Fig.3b.

However, considering the fact that the chiral ampli-
tudes can be separated into an on-shell part and an off-
shell part, we find some cancellations between these dia-
grams. By saying the on-shell part we mean mean that, in
the s-wave, this part of the two body amplitude is calcu-
lated as a function of the invariant mass of the interacting
pair to obtain which we imposeq2 = m2. When these par-
ticles are inside the loops in the Faddeev diagrams, where
some or all the particles can be off shell, the full amplitude
has an “off shell” part which goes asq2 − m2 for mesons
andq0 − E(q) for baryons. This off shell part contains an
inverse particle propagator and cancels one particle propa-
gator in three-body equations rendering a Faddeev diagram
with two two-body t-matrices, for example, the one shown
in Fig.1a, into a three-body contact term shown in Fig.3a,
which has the same topology as genuine three-body inter-
actions that stem from the chiral Lagrangians (Fig.3b).

We have found that, in the s-wave and in the SU(3)
limit, there is an exact cancellation between the contribu-
tion of the off shell part of the two-body amplitudes to the

three-body diagrams and the three-body force, of the kind
shown in Fig.3b, generated by the same chiral Lagrangian.
As a consequence, we need only the on shell two-body t-
matrices and can ignore the three-body forces. This finding
is novel for such studies and simplifies the work techni-
cally as has been discussed in detail in [17–21,23].

Thus all the diagrams in Fig.1 can be written astigi j t j ,
where the t-matrices are on-shell in nature and depend only
on the Mandelstam variable

√
si j and the elements of the

gi j matrix are defined as

gi j (k i
′, k j ) = Nl

1
√

s− Ei(k i
′) − El(k i

′ + k j ) − E j(k j )
, (3)

wherel , i, l , j,= 1, 2, 3 andNl = 1/El or Ml/El in case
of a meson or a baryon propagator present in a diagram.

In this way the diagrams in Fig.2, for example, the first
one can be written as

t1(
√

s23)
(

∫

dq
(2π)3

g12(k1
′, q)t2(

√
s31(q))

g21(q, k1)
)

× t1(
√

s23).

However, introducing an identity (underlined in the next
equation) in the above equation we can re-write it as

t1(
√

s23)
(

∫

dq
(2π)3

g12(k1
′, q)t2(

√
s31(q))

g21(q, k1) × [g21(k′2, k1)]−1 × [t2(
√

s31)]−1
)

t1(
√

s31)g21(k′2, k1)t1(
√

s23). (4)

We call the loop dependent term in the bracket as theG121

function which makes the Eq.(4) equal to

t1G121t2g21t1, (5)

where all the terms exceptG121 depend on the on-shell
variables. Proceeding in this way, we obtain the following
equations

T 12
R = t1g12t2 + t1

[

G121T 21
R +G123T 23

R

]

T 13
R = t1g13t3 + t1

[

G131T 31
R +G132T 32

R

]

T 21
R = t2g21t1 + t2

[

G212T 12
R +G213T 13

R

]

T 23
R = t2g23t3 + t2

[

G231T 31
R +G232T 32

R

]

(6)

T 31
R = t3g31t1 + t3

[

G312T 12
R +G313T 13

R

]

T 32
R = t3g32t2 + t3

[

G321T 21
R +G323T 23

R

]

,

which are summed to get the full three-bodyt-matrix

TR = T12
R + T13

R + T21
R + T23

R + T31
R + T32

R . (7)

The T i j
R equations can be interpreted as the sum of all

the diagrams of different possible interactions between the
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Fig. 1.Three-body diagrams with involving two t-matrices.
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Fig. 2. Different possible diagrams for three-body interaction with two t-matrices.

Fig. 3.More diagrams for three-body interaction.

three particles where the last term is written in terms ofti

andt j .
This formulation, which has been shown to be reason-

ably close to the exact calculation in [19], simplifies the
numerical solution of the Eqs.(6).

We shall now discuss the results of the study of the
NπK̄ and theNπK systems made with the formalism ex-
plained in this section.

3 Results(I): S=-1 three-body system

To study theNπK̄ system we take the following cou-
pled channels into account:π0K−p, π0K̄0n, π0π0Σ0,
π0π+Σ−, π0π−Σ+, π0π0Λ, π0ηΣ0, π0ηΛ, π0K+Ξ−, π0K0Ξ0,
π+K−n,π+π0Σ−, π+π−Σ0, π+π−Λ, π+ηΣ−, π+K0Ξ−, π−K̄0p,
π−π0Σ+, π−π+Σ0, π−π+Λ, π−ηΣ+, π−K+Ξ0. We label the
particles as 1,2 and 3 in the order in which they are writ-
ten. This channels have been chosen in such a way that:

– The sub-system of the two pseudoscalars dynamically
generatesf0(980),a0(980),σ(600),κ(800).

– TheN∗(1535) get generated in the system of particles
1 and 2.

– And the interaction of the particles 1 and 3 gives rise
to theΛ(1405).

We solve the Eqs.(6) for these systems as a function
of the total energy of the three-body system (

√
s) and the

invariant mass of the particles 2 and 3 (
√

s23). All the in-
teractions in this study are considered in the s-wave and
hence, the Eqs.(6) are projected in the s-wave. Finally, in
order to identify the isospin of the resonances found in our
work, we project theTR-matrix (Eq.(7)) on to an isospin
base defined in terms of the total isospin of the three-body
system and that of a sub-system. We label such a base as
|I , I i j 〉.

In case of the total isospin 1, we find four resonances
at:

1.
√

s= 1590 MeV with with the full width at half maxi-
mum∼ 70 MeV,

2.
√

s= 1630 MeV withΓ = 39 MeV,
3.
√

s= 1656 MeV withΓ ∼ 30 MeV,
4. and

√
s= 1790 MeV withΓ = 24 MeV.
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We associate the first one with theΣ(1560), for which
the spin-parity is not known [10]. Our results would asso-
ciate a 1/2+ to the spin-parity of this resonance. We relate
the next one with theΣ(1660), for which an indication has
also been found in the data on theK− p → π0 π0Σ re-
action [12]. We associate the third one with theΣ(1620),
which as mentioned in the introduction is controversial.
The partial wave analyses groups assign a spin parity 1/2−

to this resonance but from the production experiments, it
seems that its not clear if there is one or more resonance
present in this region [10]. We relate the fourth one with
the Σ(1770). We show the squared three-body amplitude
for the first two resonances as a function of the two vari-
ables of the formalism in Fig.4.

 1380

 1400

 1420

 1440

√ s23 (MeV)

 1470  1500  1530  1560  1590  1620  1650  1680

√ s (MeV)

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

|TR|2 (10-9 MeV-6)

Fig. 4. .The squared amplitude for theππΣ channel projected
in the isospin 1. These resonances show that theΣ(1660) and
Σ(1620) couple strongly to three-hadron channels.

In the case of the total isospin= zero, we find three
resonances: one at the

√
s= 1568 with a width of 60 MeV,

another one at 1700 MeV withΓ=136 MeV and one more
at 1740 MeV with the full width at half maximum being
20 MeV (which is shown in Fig.5). We found the first two
peaks in theπK̄N amplitude withIπK̄ = 1/2 and the second
one in the theππΛ amplitude withIπ = 0. We relate the
first two peaks with theΛ(1600) and the second one with
theΛ(1810).
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√s (MeV)
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 0
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 16

|TR|2 (10-9 MeV-6)

Fig. 5. The squared amplitude for theππΛ channel projected
in the isospin 0. The resonance shown here corresponds to the
Λ(1810).

Thus we find dynamical generation of four resonances
in the isospin 1 case and three in the isospin zero, which
can all be related to known hyperons[10]. Our findings
imply that these resonances couple strongly to the two-
meson–one-baryon channels and that their wave functions
thus have large component of such channels.

It were these findings which motivated us to study the
corresponding strangeness=1 system and look for the ex-
otic resonances.

4 Results(II): S=1 three-body system

The observation of a peak in theK+n invariant mass in the
γn → K+K−n reaction on a12C target at Spring8/Osaka
[24] raised great hopes that for the first time a strangeness
S=1 narrow exotic baryon could be found. The peak was
thus associated to a pentaquark, since the standard 3qstates
cannot produce S=1. Subsequently, many experiments were
done, some which reproduced this peak and others which
did not. A new experimental analysis has been done at
LEPS confirming the original peak, now on a deuteron tar-
get and with more statistics [25]. Although one cannot rule
out an interpretation of the peak as a consequence of the
particular set up of LEPS, no alternative conventional ex-
planation for this peak has been provided. Hence, one can
say that the status of existence of this pentaquark state is
still unclear.

In any case, theKN interaction obtained from chiral
Lagrangians is basically repulsive in nature [26], and hence
it is not appealing to look for a narrow (long lived) res-
onance, as the one claimed in [24], in this system. This
is why very early there were suggestions that if the peak
represented a new state, it could be a bound state of three
hadrons,KπN, with the pion acting as a glue between the
nucleon and the K. However, investigations along this line,
weakly concluded the difficulty to have this system as a
bound state [27,28].

We did the calculation with the same formalism which,
as discussed in the previous section, lead to dynamical gen-
eration of several low-lying 1/2+ resonances in the corre-
sponding three-bodyS = -1 channels. We did not find any
structure in the energy region close to 1542 MeV, there-
fore, the interpretation of theΘ+ as a possibleNπK bound
state is ruled out. We did not find any resonance in the
isospin 1 and 2 configurations also. However, we did ob-
tain a peak with a broad structure in the isospin zero ampli-
tude (i.e., when theπK subsystem is in isospin 1/2) around
1720 MeV. The full width at half maximum of the peak is
of the order of 200 MeV. These features are far from the
resonance claimed in [24]. The value of

√
s23, for which

this bump is found, is around the mass of theκ (800) reso-
nance. Thus it can be interpreted as aκ(800)N resonance,
which reveals the underlying chiral dynamics of the three-
body system, and that we hope can be seen inK+N scat-
tering, but much better in reactions producingπKN in I =
0 in the final state.
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Fig. 6.A broad resonance found in theNπK amplitude.

5 Summary

We have studied the three-body systems made of two-
mesons and one baryon. In this work, we have made
a review of our study of theπK̄N and πKN systems
and the corresponding coupled channels. We find that
the three-body dynamics generates several hyperon reso-
nances whose status is poor or controversial. The reason
for such a status becomes clear by considering our finding
that these resonances couple strongly to three-body decay
channels. Indeed, more experimental information on such
channels should help in better understanding of these res-
onances. In the positive strangeness case, the calculations
with our formalism did not result in any structure in the en-
ergy region close to 1542 MeV. However, we find a peak
with a broad structure in the isospin zero amplitude around
1720 MeV with aκ(800)N structure.

We have also studied theS = 0 meson-meson-baryon
system with our formalism, where theN∗(1710) appears
neatly as resonances of theππN [19]. We also found that
it actually has aσ − N structure and that no other coupled
channel played any role in generation of this resonance.
But there are otherJP = 1/2+ states, like theN∗(2100) and
the∆(1910) which did not appear with the use of the am-
plitudes obtained with the lowest order chiral Lagrangians.
From the work of [3] we know that the chiral unitary ap-
proach using the lowest order chiral Lagrangian provides a
fair amplitude up to

√
s= 1600MeV but fails beyond this

energy. For instance, theN∗(1650) does not appear in the
approach. As a consequence, any three body states which
would choose to cluster aπN subsystem into this resonance
would not be obtained in the approach of [19].

We then made a new study of theS = 0 systems, by
using the experimentalπN amplitudes as the input. In this
work we found three more 1/2+ baryon resonances with
S = 0; one corresponding to the∆(1910) with aπKΛ struc-
ture and another to theN∗(2100) and yet another around
1920 MeV with isospin 1/2. There is no knownN∗ reso-
nance around 1920 MeV but there are many speculations
of existence of one as we discuss in [8].

Other kind of systems which we have also investigated
are those made of three mesons. To be explicit we have
studied two systems of vector-pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar
meson system;φKK̄ with φππ as coupled channels and

J/ψKK̄ with Jψππ as coupled channels. This lead to
finding of dynamical generation of the newly discovered
X(2175) [20] andY(4260) [29] in the respective cases.

There are many more resonances which couple to
three-hadron systems and we are studying some of them
and shall take up more in future.
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